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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 

FEASIBILITY STUDY—STANDY GENERATORS 

Deadline: Feb. 27, 2020 - 2:00 p.m. 

The Pajaro/Sunny Mesa Community Services District (District) was incorporated in 1992 and 
provides water service to the unincorporated communities of Pajaro and Sunny Mesa in North 
Monterey County.  Currently there are approximately 760 customers in these two service areas.  
These two service areas are physically separated and have their own water systems that are not 
interconnected. In addition to these two original water systems, the District has acquired 7 other 
water systems that they own, manage, operate and maintain.  These additional water systems 
which have approximately 709 customers are: 

 Vega Mutual 
 Moss Landing 
 Blackie Road 
 Normco 
 Vierra 
 Langley 
 Springfield 

The District has numerous wells and booster pumps for these water systems, but currently has 
only 1 standby generator for these systems.  This standby generator is located at Well #2 and 
has reached the end of its useful life and needs to be replaced. Table 1 is a list of these sites and 
the pumps at each site.  Figure 1 shows the approximate location of these sites.  It is to be noted 
that a separate generator is required for the District office building where Well #1 is located.  The 
consulting engineering services that are required are described in the Scope of Services.  

The scope of services, proposal contents, and sample contract is posted on the District’s website  

http://pajarosunnymesa.com 

 

Proposals should be sent to the following address:  

Pajaro/Sunny Mesa Community Services District 
Attn: Don Rosa, General Manager 
136 San Juan Road  
Royal Oaks, CA 95076 
 

Proposals will not be accepted after the date and time designated above.  It is the sole 
responsibility of the proposer to see that the proposal is delivered and received by the deadline.  
Any proposal received after said designated date and time shall be returned to the proposer 
unopened. 

Proposals will not be opened publicly, and the District will endeavor to keep such confidential 
until a consultant or consultants are recommended to the Board of Directors.  Proposal must 
bear original signatures and figures. 
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SCOPE OF SERVICES 

The Consultant shall inspect each site and determine what is required to install a standby 
generator at each site.  In addition to selecting a specific generator for each site, the following 
items shall be identified: 

 Modifications to the exiting MCC to accommodate an automatic transfer switch and any 
other required electrical upgrades 

 Generator foundation requirements 
 Site improvement requirements including access road and fencing  
 Permit requirements and costs for the necessary permits from the Monterey Bay Air 

Resources District 

Generators shall be permanent generators with in-base fuel tanks and shall meet all 
requirements of the Monterey Bay Air Resources District.  The District may want the Consultant 
to evaluate portable generators.  That determination will be made upon completion of the initial 
work and shall be covered by a contract change order.  

The deliverable shall be a feasibly study for each site, detailed contract documents are not 
required at this time. The District has site plans of varying degrees of completeness and 
accuracy for each site that the Consultant shall use in performing these services.  Update site 
plans are a required deliverable.  These site plans which can include photographs of existing 
conditions and shall identify all required work. 

Detailed cost estimates shall be prepared for each site and preliminary selection of generator 
will be required for each site with Caterpillar being the Districts preferred brand. 

District staff will be available to accompany the consultant to one site visit to each site. 
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PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS 

Each individual or firm (Proposer) submitting a proposal shall meet all the terms and conditions 
specified in the Request for Proposal (RFP).  By its proposal submittal, the Proposer 
acknowledges agreement with the acceptance of all provisions of the RFP, proposals are firm 
for a period of ninety (90) days. 

The District is not liable for any costs incurred by Proposers before entering into a formal 
contract.  Costs of developing the proposal or any other such expenses incurred by the 
Proposer in response to the RFP are entirely the responsibility of the Proposer and shall not be 
reimbursed in any manner by the District. 

All proposals, irrespective of irregularities, will be accepted at the time specified.  A tally of 
names will be performed and released upon request.  No other information will be released.    

A. TECHNICAL PROPOSAL  
The following information is to be submitted as part of the proposal.   
 
There is no page restriction on the proposal other than no individual resume may be 
longer than 2 pages. Proposals shall be clear, well-organized, brief, precise, and shall 
not include any generic promotional material.  Minimum font size shall be 11.   The 
proposal is to be organized as follows: 
 
1. Cover Letter: Describe your firm or team’s interest and commitment in providing 

engineering services. Describe why your firm or team is best qualified to provide the 
engineering services requested. The cover letter shall be signed by an officer of the 
consulting firm who is authorized to contractually bind the firm to negotiate a contract 
with the District.  The cover letter shall also be signed by the Project Manager who 
has the responsibility for project execution. If these individuals are the same, please 
state so. Provide name, title, address, email and telephone numbers of signers. 

The cover letter will also identify any RFP Addenda numbers that have been posted 
on the District’s website (http://pajarosunnymesa.com) and reviewed as part of the 
Proposal preparation. 

2. Consultant Firm Information: Provide the following information about the firm to 
demonstrate its experience on similar projects to those contemplated in the RFP.  
Information presented should be brief and not include any unnecessary promotional 
material. 

a. Legal name of firm 
b. Location and phone number of main office that will be managing the project 

and of all other offices providing significant support 
c. Date firm established 
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d. Type of organization (partnership, corporation, etc.) and where incorporated.  
e.  Location of corporate office. 
f. Current size of firm and size variation over the past 5 years 

 

3. Project Team/Organization Chart:  Provide an organization chart showing all key 
team individuals and identifying key subconsultants. This shall include project 
manager, project engineer(s), QA/QC staff, and all staff expected to have regular 
contact with the District. Describe your staff’s unique qualifications and training for 
this type of work. Include 2-page resume of all staff identified on the organization 
chart and firm description of all subconsultants. 

 

4. Experience:  Describe the experience of the firm and of the individuals assigned 
with related projects of a similar nature. Emphasize the firm’s and identify specific 
experience with electrical modifications and standby power selection working with 
smaller water or wastewater utilities in rural areas.    Provide at least five, but not 
more than 10 current (within the last 5 years) references for projects of similar size 
and scope and location. References shall be current agency employees. 

 

5. Workplan and Approach to the Project:  Describe your approach to this project, 
and any special ideas, techniques or suggestions that you think might make the 
project proceed smoothly.  The workplan presented in this section shall be the basis 
for the negotiated scope of services.  Therefore, it needs to be detailed, but concise. 

In order to demonstrate its thorough understanding and approach to the project, the 
Consultant shall submit a spreadsheet showing the project tasks and subtask and 
personnel, including subconsultants, assigned to these tasks. This is the same 
spreadsheet to be used for the cost proposal; however, the spreadsheet submitted in 
the body of the Proposal should not show hourly rates or hours.  Rows should be 
used for tasks and subtasks and columns for personnel. Include a table showing a 
percentage of total project time that each designated individual will provide on the 
project.  If specific personal are not assigned at this time, provide the percentage of 
time for that employee classification.  

Schedule:  It is the intent of the District to select the consultant on March 26th and 
issue the notice to proceed (NTP) on April 1st.  The Draft Report is due on June 1st.  
The District will review the draft report and the Final Report is due 30 days after the 
District provides the Consultant with their comments. See Figure 2 -- Schedule 
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6. Rate Schedule: Provide 2020 rate schedule that identifies hourly rate for each 
category of staff and lists all extra costs that are not included in hourly rate schedule.  
Markup for subconsultants and direct costs will be limited to 10%.  

 

7. Contract Terms and Conditions: Consultant shall state its willingness to accept the 
terms and conditions in the District’s Standard Agreement for Engineering Services, 
a copy of which is included. Consultant shall list items to which it takes exception, 
and provide alternative language if needed. If no exceptions are taken, then it is 
understood that no negotiations relative to contract language are necessary.  
The District reserves as its right and at its sole discretion to accept or reject 
any proposed revisions.    

 
B.  COST PROPOSAL 

A separate sealed envelope shall be provided containing the cost proposals.  Cost 
proposals will contain detailed task breakdown that identifies your project approach, the 
number of hours budgeted for individual staff members for each task, the hourly rate for 
each staff member, all owner direct costs,  and the total not-to-exceed project cost.  This 
spreadsheet will be the same as submitted as part of the Workplan in Item 5 above. 
 
 

C. PRE-SUBMITTAL MEETING AND QUESTIONS                                                                                                      
A pre-submittal meeting will be held on 13 February 2020 at 10:00 a.m. at the District    
office to review the project and answer any questions proposers may have.  Site visits 
will be made to Well #1, #2, and Sunny Mesa (well and booster station)  

 
The District will also accept pre-submittal written questions from RFP participants. In the 
interest of clarity and complete responses to the RFP, all questions are to be submitted 
via email to Don Rosa (donrosa@pajarosunnymesa.com) by 19 February 2015. Phone 
calls with questions will not be accepted and no questions may be submitted after the 
date specified.  RFP participants are encouraged to a cover all questions in a single 
response so that District staff can provide timely and effective answers. Responses to 
questions shall be posted on the District’s website. It is the proposer’s responsibility to 
check the website often during the preparation of the proposal.  
 
 

D. DEADINE FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS 
1. Interested firms should submit proposals by 2:00 P.M. February 27, 2020 to: 

Pajaro/Sunny Mesa Community Services District  
136 San Juan Road  

Royal Oaks, CA 95076  
Attn:  Don Rosa  

General Manager 
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2. Technical Proposals should be sealed and marked: 
Technical Proposal – Feasibility Study, Standby Generators 
 

3. Cost Proposals should be sealed and marked: 
Cost Proposal – Feasibility Study, Standby Generators 

 
SELECTION OF CONSULTANT 
A committee made up of District staff and, Board members will evaluate proposals.  They will be 
evaluated based on experience, qualifications, references, your approach to the project, degree 
of District staff time required to complete the project, and any innovative ideas you have for 
making the project go quickly and smoothly. No interviews will be conducted although the 
District may call each consultant and ask for clarifications. 
 
The consultant determined best qualified to perform this project will be recommended to the 
Board of Directors for contract award pending successful contract negotiations. The District 
reserves the right to reject any and all proposals for any reason deemed appropriate by the 
District. 



SITE # SITE NAME # of PUMPS HP of EACH

1 Well #2 Pajaro 3 5-50, 1-100
2 Well #1 Pajaro 1 60
2 Office 0 Office Bldg.
3 Andreas Tank 2 5
4 Convenant BP 1 2.5
5 Kari Lane 1 5
6 Sunny Mesa Tank 4 2-15, 1-5, 1-50
7 Sunny Mesa Well 2 1-50, 1-25
8 Langley Canyon Lower 2 5
9 Langley Canyon Upper 2 20
10 Matehorn Well 2 1-5, 1-10
11 Celeste Tank and Booster 1 5
12 Normco Tank BP 2 5
13 Berta Well #1 1 30
14 Manzanita 1 125
15 Blackie 3 1-7.5, 1-3, 1-5
16 Moss Landing 2 50

TABLE 1: LIST OF PROPOSED GENERATOR SITES



DESCRIPTION DATE

Release RFP 1/27/2020
Pre-Proposal Mtg. 2/13/2020
Receive Proposals 2/27/2020
Review Proposals
Board Selects Consultant 3/26/2020
District Issues NTP 4/1/2020
Consultant Submits Draft Report 6/1/2020
District Reviews Draft Report
Consultant submits Final Report 7/24/2020

FIGURE 2: PROPOSED SCHEDULE
JulyJanuary February March April MAY June
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Consulting Contract 

This Contract is entered into   (Insert date) is by and between the Pajaro Sunny Mesa 

Community Services District (“DISTRICT” herein), a political subdivision of the State of 

California, and _________________, a corporation (hereinafter “CONSULTANT”). 

Recitals 

A. The DISTRICT has determined it is necessary to have a report prepared that analyzes 

the addition of standby power generators to various sites within the District and 

determine the cost of these installations, hereinafter referred to as the “PROJECT”. 

B. The requirements of creating and implementing PROJECT are more efficiently satisfied 

by the DISTRICT’S retention of a CONSULTANT. 

C. The DISTRICT has determined that CONSULTANT possesses such specialized 

professional skill and ability, and the DISTRICT has approved the selection of the 

CONSULTANT. 

D. DISTRICT shall pay all costs associated with the PROJECT in an amount not to exceed   

_______________  Dollars and no cents ($ _____________  ).  

THE PARTIES HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 

1.   SCOPE OF ENGAGEMENT: CONSULTANT shall perform in a professional manner 

the services as described in EXHIBIT A and incorporated herein by reference as if fully 

set forth as part of this Contract. 

2.   CONTRACT PERIOD: This Contract shall be in full force and effect as of the date first 

set forth above until expiration by completion of the PROJECT or as defined in Section 

3 of this Contract whichever occurs first; or unless terminated according to Section 17 

of this Contract. 

3.   SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCE:  CONSULTANT acknowledges that time is an 

important element in this Contract, and CONSULTANT agrees to complete the 

PROJECT no later than 24 July 2020. If CONSULTANT is unable to procure necessary 

information from the DISTRICT in order to meet the schedule, CONSULTANT shall 
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immediately notify the DISTRICT in writing, and the DISTRICT and CONSULTANT 

may agree to a new deadline for the completion of CONSULTANT’S work. 

4. COMPENSATION AND PAYMENT: DISTRICT shall pay CONSULTANT for the 

services on a time and expense not-to-exceed basis in accordance with the provisions of 

this Section and the Compensation Schedule and Cost Proposal attached hereto as 

Exhibit B and incorporated herein by reference.  CONSULTANT’S compensation for 

all work performed in accordance with this Contract, including all reimbursable items 

and sub-consultant fees, shall not exceed ___________________ Dollars an no/100 

($_____________)..  No billing rate change shall be made during the term of this 

Contract without the prior written approval of the District. 

Payments to CONSULTANT by the DISTRICT shall be made within sixty (60) days 

after receipt by the DISTRICT of CONSULTANT’S itemized invoice based on 

completion of PROJECT tasks as specified in EXHIBIT A.  

As each payment is due, CONSULTANT shall submit an invoice to DISTRICT for the 

tasks describing the Services performed.  The invoice shall include at a minimum, the 

title(s) of personnel performing work, hours spent, payment rate, - a listing of all 

reimbursable costs, current costs and cumulative costs to date, and percent complete on 

a task-by-task basis. The invoice shall also include a narrative progress report of 

specific accomplishments during the billing period, problems encountered or 

anticipated, plans for resolving problems, accomplishments scheduled for the next 

billing period, and results of any significant activities.  DISTRICT shall have the 

discretion to approve the invoice and the work completed statement.  Payment shall be 

for the invoice amount or such other amount as approved by DISTRICT. 

CONSULTANT’S fee for the services as set forth herein shall be considered as full 

compensation for all indirect and direct personnel, reimbursable expenses and supplies, 

materials, and equipment, and services incurred by CONSULTANT and used in 

carrying out or completing the work. 
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DISTRICT shall have the right to receive, upon request, documentation substantiating 

charges billed to DISTRICT.  DISTRICT shall have the right to perform an audit of the 

CONSULTANT’S relevant records pertaining to the charges. 

5.   INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT: The parties intend that CONSULTANT, in 

performing the services hereinafter specified, shall act as an independent 

CONSULTANT and shall have the control of the work and the manner in which it is 

performed. It is understood and agreed that this Contract is not a contract of 

employment in the sense that the relationship of master and servant exists between the 

DISTRICT and undersigned.  At all times, CONSULTANT shall be deemed to be an 

independent CONSULTANT and CONSULTANT is not authorized to bind the 

DISTRICT to any contracts or other obligations in executing the Contract. 

CONSULTANT is not to be considered an agent or employee of the DISTRICT and is 

not entitled to participate in a pension plan, insurance, bonus or similar benefits the 

District provides. CONSULTANT will determine the method, details and means of 

performing the services described in EXHIBIT A. 

6.   ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION: The parties agree that the expertise and experience of 

CONSULTANT and any subconsultants are material considerations for this Contract.  

CONSULTANT shall not assign or transfer any rights, duties, obligations or interest in 

this Contract nor the performance of any of CONSULTANT’S obligations hereunder, 

without the prior written consent of the District Manager, and any attempt by 

CONSULTANT to so assign this Contract or any rights, duties or obligations arising 

hereunder shall be void and of no effect and a breach of this Contract. Consent to any 

single assignment or transfer shall not constitute consent to any further assignment or 

transfer. 

7.   FAMILIARITY WITH WORK.  By executing this Contract, CONSULTANT warrants 

that: (1) it has investigated the work to be performed, (2) it will investigate the sites of 

the work; and (3) it understands the difficulties and restrictions of the work under this 

Contract. Should CONSULTANT discover any conditions materially differing from 

those inherent in the work or as represented by the DISTRICT, it shall immediately 
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inform DISTRICT and shall not proceed, except at CONSULTANT’S risk, until written 

instructions are received from the DISTRICT. 

8.   PROPRIETARY OR CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION: CONSULTANT 

understands and agrees that, in the performance of the work or services under this 

Contract or in contemplation thereof, CONSULTANT may have access to private or 

confidential information which may be owned or controlled by the DISTRICT and that 

such information may contain proprietary or confidential details, the disclosure of which 

to third parties may be damaging to the DISTRICT. CONSULTANT agrees that all 

information disclosed by the DISTRICT to CONSULTANT shall be held in confidence 

and used only in performance of this Contract.  CONSULTANT shall exercise the same 

standard of care to protect such information as a reasonably prudent CONSULTANT 

would use to protect its own proprietary or confidential data. 

9.  INDEMNIFICATION 

9.1 Pursuant to Civil Code Section 2782.8 and to the fullest extent permitted by law, 

CONSULTANT agrees to  indemnify and hold harmless DISTRICT, its board 

members, officers, employees and agents (each an “Indemnified Party”) from and 

against any and all actions, causes of actions, demands, claims, losses, expenses 

(including reasonable attorneys’ fees, experts fees, court costs and disbursements) or 

liability (collectively called “Actions”) of any nature, including death or injury to any 

person, property damage or any other loss, arising out of, pertaining to, or relating to the 

negligence, recklessness or willful misconduct of the CONSULTANT, its officers, 

employees, agents or contractors under this Contract to the extent caused by , and on a 

percentage basis of fault as ultimately determined by a court of competent jurisdiction 

The acceptance of CONSULTANT’S services by the DISTRICT shall not operate as a 

waiver of such right of indemnification. 

9.2 CONSULTANT acknowledges and agrees that it has an immediate and independent 

obligation to defend DISTRICT, its board members, officers, employees and agents 

from any claim or Action which falls within this indemnification provision, which 

obligation shall arise at the time such claim is tendered to CONSULTANT by 

DISTRICT and continues at all times thereafter. 
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9.3 All of CONSULTANT’S obligations under this section are intended to apply to the 

fullest extent permitted. 

10..  INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: CONSULTANT agrees to have and maintain the 

policies set forth in EXHIBIT C entitled “INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS,” which is 

attached and incorporated in this Contract as if set forth in full. All policies, 

endorsements, certificates and/or binders shall be subject to approval by the District.  

These requirements are subject to amendment or waiver only if so approved in writing 

by the District.  CONSULTANT shall not commence work until all insurance required 

hereunder has been submitted and approved. A lapse in any required amount or type of 

insurance coverage during this Contract shall be a breach of this Contract. 

11.  INSPECTION AND OWNERSHIP OF WORK:  CONSULTANT shall maintain full 

and accurate records with respect to all matters covered under this Contract for three (3) 

years from the date of final payment to CONSULTANT pursuant to this Contract.  

During such period, DISTRICT shall have the right to examine and audit the records 

and to make transcripts therefrom. DISTRICT shall provide thirty (30) days written 

notice of its intent to inspect or audit any such records. Copies of such documents shall 

be provided to the DISTRICT for inspection at District Office when it is practical to do 

so. Otherwise, unless an alternative is mutually agreed upon, the records shall be 

available for inspection or audit at CONSULTANT’S address indicated for receipt of 

notices in this Contract during CONSULTANT’S normal business hours. Any 

DISTRICT’S employee, CONSULTANT, subconsultant or agent who may have access 

to such records shall execute a non-disclosure agreement before being granted such 

access. 

Where the DISTRICT has reason to believe that such records or documents may be lost 

or discarded due to dissolution, disbandment or termination of CONSULTANT’S 

business, or closure of the local office of CONSULTANT’S business, the DISTRICT 

may, by written request by the Counsel of the DISTRICT require that custody of the 

records be given to the DISTRICT and that the records and documents be maintained at 

District Office.  Access to such records and documents shall be granted to any party 
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authorized by CONSULTANT, CONSULTANT’S representatives, or 

CONSULTANT’S successor-in-interest. 

Work products of CONSULTANT for this project, which are delivered under this 

Contract or which are developed, produced and paid for under this Contract, shall 

become and remain the property of DISTRICT without restriction or limitation upon 

their use. CONSULTANT shall not release any materials or copies of any materials to 

any parties other than the District and District staff.  The reuse of CONSULTANT’S 

work products by DISTRICT for purposes other than intended by this contract shall be 

at no risk to CONSULTANT. 

12.  CONSULTANT LIABILITY IF AUDITED: CONSULTANT will assume all financial 

and statistical information provided to CONSULTANT by DISTRICT employees or 

representatives is accurate and complete. CONSULTANT shall, upon notice of audit, 

make work papers and other records available to the auditors. 

13.  COPYRIGHT FOR CONSULTANT’S PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE: To the extent 

that the service and/or deliverables provided by CONSULTANT are generated by 

CONSULTANT’S proprietary software, nothing contained herein is intended nor shall 

it be construed to require CONSULTANT to provide such software to DISTRICT. 

DISTRICT agrees that all ownership, including copyright, patents or other intellectual 

property rights to that software, lie with CONSULTANT. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to entitle DISTRICT to any pre-existing 

CONSULTANT materials. 

14.  CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CONSULTANT shall at all times avoid conflicts of 

interest and take reasonable steps to avoid appearances of conflicts of interest in the 

performance of this Contract. Without limiting the foregoing, CONSULTANT, 

including its officers, employees and subconsultants, specifically covenants that it 

presently has no interest, and shall not acquire, any interest, direct or indirect, which 

would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of its service hereunder. 

CONSULTANT further covenants that no one who has or will have any financial 

interest under this Contract is an officer or employee of the DISTRICT. 
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 CONSULTANT shall comply with DISTRICT’s conflict of interest standards including 

filling a FPPC Form 700 and any schedules required by DISRICT standards. 

15.  NON-DISCRIMINATION & NON-HARASSMENT: CONSULTANT shall comply 

with all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations in regard to 

nondiscrimination and non-harassment in employment because of race, color, ancestry, 

national origin, religion, sex, marital status, age, sexual orientation, medical condition or 

physical handicap. 

16.  TERMINATION:  At any time and without cause, the DISTRICT shall have the right in 

its sole discretion, to terminate this Contract by giving written notice to the 

CONSULTANT. In the event of such termination, the DISTRICT shall pay 

CONSULTANT for services rendered to the termination date, but no other form of 

compensation shall be owed.   It is equally understood that CONSULTANT shall 

reimburse the DISTRICT for services yet to be rendered. In the event of termination, 

CONSULTANT shall deliver to the DISTRICT copies of all reports, documents, 

computer disks and other work (“Materials”) prepared by CONSULTANT under this 

Contract, if any, and upon receipt thereof, the DISTRICT shall pay CONSULTANT for 

services performed by CONSULTANT to the date of termination.  If CONSULTANT’S 

written work is contained on a hard computer disk drive, in the event of termination, 

CONSULTANT shall, in addition to providing a written copy of the information, 

immediately transfer any and all versions of written work from the hard computer disk 

drive to a compact disk or digital video disk and deliver the computer-readable materials 

to the DISTRICT. 

17.  DIRECTION OF WORK:  CONSULTANT’S analysis and work product shall be 

performed and completed under the direction of the District Manager and her/his 

designee. 

18.  GOVERNING LAW: The law governing this Contract shall be that of the State of 

California. 

19.  COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS:  CONSULTANT shall comply with all applicable laws, 

ordinances, codes and regulations of the federal, state and local governments.   
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20.  WAIVER: Waiver of any breach or violation of any term or condition of this Contract 

shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any other term or condition contained herein or a 

waiver of any subsequent breach or violation of the same or any other term or condition. 

The acceptance by DISTRICT of the performance of any work or services by 

CONSULTANT shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any term or condition of this 

Contract. 

21.  NOTICES: All notices and other communications required or permitted to be given 

under this Contract shall be given in writing by personal delivery, by facsimile 

transmission with verification of receipt or by U.S. mail, postage prepaid and return 

receipt requested, addressed to the respective parties as follows 

District 
Pajaro Sunny Mesa Community Services 
District  
136 San Juan Road 
Royal Oaks, CA 95076 

CONSULTANT 
 

Notice shall be deemed communicated on the earlier of actual receipt or forty- eight (48) 

hours after deposit in the U.S. mail, the date of delivery shown on deliverer’s receipt, or 

by acknowledgment of facsimile transmission. 

22.  MERGER AND MODIFICATION: This writing is intended both as the final expression 

of the Contract between the parties hereto with respect to the included terms of the 

Contract, pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1856 and as a 

complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the Contract. No modification to this 

Contract shall be effective unless and until such modification is evidenced by a writing 

signed by both parties. 

23.  SEVERABILITY: Each provision of this Contract is intended to be severable. If any 

term of any provision shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be 

illegal or invalid for any reason whatsoever; such provision shall be severed from this 

Contract and shall not affect the validity of the remainder of the Contract. 

24.  DISPUTE RESOLUTION: If any party employs counsel to enforce or interpret this 

Contract, including the commencement of any legal proceeding whatsoever (including 

insolvency, bankruptcy, arbitration, mediation, declaratory relief or other litigation), the 
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prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs 

(including the service of process, filing fees, court and court reporter costs, investigative 

fees, expert witness fees, and the cost of any bonds, whether taxable or not) in addition 

to any other remedy it may obtain or be awarded.  Any judgment or final order issued in 

any legal proceeding shall include such reimbursement for attorneys' fees and costs.  In 

any legal proceeding, the "prevailing party" shall mean the party determined by the 

court to most nearly prevail and not necessarily the party in whose favor a judgment is 

rendered. 

25. RECITALS: The recitals set forth at the beginning of this Contract of any matters or 

facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof and the terms and conditions 

set forth in the recitals, if any, shall be deemed a part of the Contract.   

26. EXHIBITS: Each and every exhibit identified herein and identified is incorporated into 

this Contract as if set forth in full at the place of reference. 

27.  CHANGE ORDERS:  In no event shall CONSULTANT be entitled to compensation for 

extra work unless an approved change order, or other written authorization describing 

the extra work and payment terms, has been executed by DISTRICT Before the 

commencement of the work. 

In addition to services described in EXHIBIT A, the parties may from time to time 

agree in writing that CONSULTANT, for additional compensation, shall perform 

additional services including but not limited to: 

Change in the services because of changes in scope of the work. Additional tasks not 

specified herein as required by the DISTRICT. 

The DISTRICT and CONSULTANT shall agree in writing to any changes in 

compensation and/or changes in CONSULTANT’S services before the commencement 

of any work.  If CONSULTANT deems work he/she has been directed to perform is 

beyond the scope of this Contract and constitutes extra work, CONSULTANT shall 

immediately inform the DISTRICT in writing of the fact. The DISTRICT shall make a 

determination as to whether such work is in fact beyond the scope of this Contract and 

constitutes extra work.  If the DISTRICT determines that such work does constitute 
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extra work, it shall provide compensation to the CONSULTANT in accordance with an 

agreed cost that is fair and equitable. This cost will be mutually agreed upon by the 

DISTRICT and CONSULTANT.  A supplemental Contract providing for such 

compensation for extra work shall be negotiated between the DISTRICT and the 

CONSULTANT. Such supplemental Contract shall be executed by the CONSULTANT 

and the District Manager upon recommendation of the District Engineer. 

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTRACT ARE HEREBY 

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO: 

 
Pajaro Sunny Mesa Community Services 
District 

 

 
 
Dated 

 
 
Dated 
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EXHIBIT A: INSERT OR ATTACH SCOPE OF SERVICES HERE 
 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 
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EXHIBIT B: INSERT CONSULTANT’s RATE SCHEDULE HERE 
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EXHIBIT C - INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
  
PLEASE GIVE THESE INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS TO YOUR INSURANCE AGENT 
 

A.   Certificates shall be issued to specify or be endorsed to provide that thirty (30) days' 

notice must be given, in writing, to the DISTRICT, at the address set forth herein, of 

any pending cancellation of the policy.    CONSULTANT shall notify DISTRICT of 

any pending change to the policy.  All certificates shall be filed with the District. 

1. Worker's Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance: CONSULTANT 

shall have in effect during the entire life of  this Contract Worker's 

Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance providing full statutory 

coverage.  In signing this Contract, CONSULTANT makes the following 

certification, required by Section 18161 of the California Labor Code:  "I am 

aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the California Labor Code which 

require every employer to be insured against liability for Worker's 

Compensation or to undertake self-insurance in accordance with the provisions 

of the Code, and I will  comply  with  such  provisions  before  commencing  the  

performance  of  the  work  of  this Contract". 

2. Liability Insurance: CONSULTANT shall take out and maintain during the life 

of this Contract such Bodily Injury Liability and Property Damage Liability 

Insurance (Commercial General Liability Insurance) on an occurrence basis as 

shall protect it while performing work covered by this Contract from any and all 

claims for damages for bodily injury, including accidental death, as well as 

claims for property damage which may arise from the CONSULTANT’S 

operations under this Contract, whether such operations be by CONSULTANT 

or by any sub-CONSULTANT or by anyone directly or indirectly employed by 

either of them.   The amounts of such insurance shall be not less than One 

Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence and Three Million Dollars 

($3,000,000), in aggregate or Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) combined 

single limit bodily injury and property damage for each occurrence. 
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CONSULTANT shall provide the DISTRICT with acceptable evidence of 

coverage, including a copy of all declarations of coverage exclusions upon 

request.   CONSULTANT shall maintain Automobile Liability Insurance 

pursuant to this Contract in an amount of not less than One Million Dollars 

($1,000,000) for each occurrence combined single limit or not less than One 

Million Dollars ($1,000,000) for any one (1) person, and One Million Dollars 

($1,000,000) for any one (1) accident, and Three Hundred Thousand Dollars, 

($300,000) property damage. 

3. Professional Liability Insurance: If applicable, CONSULTANT shall take out 

and maintain during the life of this Contract  a policy of professional liability 

insurance, protecting it against claims arising out of the negligent acts, errors, or 

omissions of CONSULTANT pursuant to this Contract, in the amount of not less 

than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) combined single limit.  Said professional 

liability insurance is to be kept in force for not less than one (1) year after 

completion of services described herein. 

B.       The District, its subsidiary agencies, directors, officers, employees, and volunteers shall 

be named as additional insured on any such policies of comprehensive general and 

automobile liability insurance. Except for professional liability and worker's 

compensation insurance, the policies shall also contain a provision that the insurance 

afforded thereby to the DISTRICT, its subsidiary agencies, and their directors, officers, 

employees,  and volunteers shall be primary insurance to the full limits of liability of the 

policy, and that if the DISTRICT, its subsidiary agencies and their directors, officers, 

employees,  and volunteers have other insurance against a loss covered by a policy, such 

other insurance shall be excess insurance only. 

C.       In the event of the breach of any provision of this section, or in the event any notice is 

received which indicates any required insurance coverage will be diminished or 

canceled, DISTRICT, at its option, may, notwithstanding any other provision of this 

Contract to the contrary, immediately declare a material breach of this Contract and 

suspend all further work pursuant to this Contract. 
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D.       Prior to the execution of this Contract, any deductibles  or  self-insured retentions must 

be declared to and approved by DISTRICT. 
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EXHIBIT D—ANTI LOBBYING CERTIFICATION 
CERTIFICATION FOR CONTRACTS, GRANTS, LOANS, AND COOPERATIVE 

AGREEMENTS  
 

 The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:  
  
(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the 
undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of an 
agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member 
of Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal 
grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the 
extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, 
or cooperative agreement.   
 
(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person 
for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of 
Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in 
connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall 
complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in accordance 
with its instructions.   
 
(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award 
documents for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, subgrants, and contracts under 
grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all subrecipients shall certify and disclose 
accordingly.   
 
This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this 
transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or 
entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to 
file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not 
more than $100,000 for each such failure.  

 
 
 

 

  
RECIPIENT:  
  
                                                 
                                              
CONSULTANT    
By:                                                  
Name:  
Title:                                                                                                       
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EXHIBIT E – LABOR CODE COMPLAINCE 
 

CONSULTANT will be required to keep informed of and take all measures necessary to ensure 
compliance with applicable California Labor Code requirements, including, but not limited to, 
Section 1720  et seq. of the California Labor Code regarding public works, limitations on use of 
volunteer labor (California Labor Code Secction 1720.4), labor complicane programs 
(California Labor Code Section 1771.5) and payment of prevaling wages for work done and 
funded purseant to these Guidelines, including any payment to the Department of Industrial 
Relations under Labor Code Section 1771.3.  
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